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Choose the correct answer 

1. Author of the lesson “Values in life”        [a] 

a)Rudyard kipling  b)Rabindranath Tagore c)Serafin and jaaquin  d)Herod 

2. Author of the lesson “A sunny morning”        [a] 

a)Serafin and Joaquin alvarez quintero  b)Maxim gorty 

c)Herod   d)Kipling 

3. Author of the lesson “ I am not that women”       [a] 

a)Kishwar waheed  b)Herod  c)Kipling   d)Gorky 

4. Characters of the comedy “ A sunny morning”       [d] 

a)Doua, Don Gonzalo b)Petra   c)Juanito   d)All of the above 

5. Abbreviation for FVI           [c] 

a)For your information b)From your information   c)For your information d)From your information 

6. What does ASAP stand for         [a] 

a)As from as possible b)As same as possible c)As soon and possible  d)As same and possible 

7. What does BRB stand for          [a] 

a)Be right back  b)Be right boy  c)Black razor blade  d)Black razor blades 

8. What does LOL stands for         [d] 

a)Laugh over loud  b)Laugh out load c)Laugh over load  d)Laugh out loud 

9. State bird of Telangana           [a] 

a)Palapitta   b)Parrot   c)Peacock   d)Sparrow 

10. State animal of Telangana         [b] 

a)Lion   b)jinka   c)Tiger    d)deer 

11. The state tree            [d] 

a)Banyan tree  b)Neem tree  c)Lotus    d)Jammi chettu 

12. The state flower          [c] 

a)Lotus   b)Rose   c)Jangedu   d)Jasmine 

13. If I study, I _____ pass the exam          [d] 

a)Will be on   b)Will be  c)Would   d)Will 

14. If I ______ much money, I will buy some electronic devices     [c] 

a)Have has   b)Have had  c)Have      d)Has 

15. John will ____ your house if he gets important information for you about the project  [b] 

a)Go for   b)Go to   c)Goes    d)Go 

16. My mother would not got to my uncles house if my uncle _____ my mothers call   [b] 

a)Had received  b)Received  c)Receives   d)Receive 

17. Barbara and Joanne whispered and giggled all night       [a] 

a)Simple sentence  b)Compound sentence c)Complex sentence  d)Compound complex 

18. John went to school today, but jame romained at home      [c] 

a)Simple sentence  b)Complex sentence c)Compound sentence  d)Compound complex 

19. We divided to go fishing and camp out at the lake      [  ] 

a)Simple sentence  b)Compound sentence c)Complex sentence               d)Compound/complex sentence 

 

Fill in the blanks 

Divide whether an exclamation or a question mark should be added to the end of the sentence 

1. What is that  ? 

2. The building is collapsing  ! 

3. Put that down before I get mad  ! 

4. Oh no, I’ve forgotten  ! 

5. Is the bus going to be late  ? 

6. Good heavens  ! 

7. Wonder  ? 

8. Scream  ! 

9. Demand  ! 



10. Yell  ! 

11. How many pages should a CV be It doesn’t matter 

12. You should include every position you have ever had in your CV False (True/False) 

13. You should include reason for leaving on a CV False (True/False) 

14. Apart from your name and contract details the most important part of your CV is achievements 

15. A photo should be included on a CV False (True/False) 

16. A CV should always be created using bullet points False(True/False) 

17. Hobbies should never be included on a CV False (True/False) 

18. A profile should always be included on a CV to provided a brief introduction to my skills and experience 

19. I should start all bullet points with a verb, such as managed 

20. The CV should be written in a formal language 

 

Short Answers 

1. Expand the given proverb “Good things come to those who wait” 

Ans: The proverb extols the virtue of patience 

2. Why does donalaura carry bread crumbs to the park every day 

Ans: Caura carry bread crumbs to feed the pigeons 

3. Add punctuation marks appropriately in the following sentences 

a)No you just cannot stay out so late and come home whenever you want 

        Ans: No! you just can not stay out so late and come home whenever you want 

4. How bad I just cant believe this 

Ans: How bad! I just can’t believe this 

5. Why was the jammi chettu chosen as the state tree 

Ans: Dasara is considered a good omen, and people worship jammi chettu on that day 

6. What is film review 

Ans: Article that is published in a news paper that describes and evaluate a movie 

7. What is book review 

Ans: Critical analysis or evaluation of the quality, meaning and significance of a book 

8. What are the four parts of book review 

Ans: Introducing the book, outlining its contents, highlighting parts of the book, detailed evaluation 

9. What is book review types 

Ans: Endorsement, trade, reader and editorial reviews 

10. What is film review called 

Ans: Film Criticism 

 


